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Gosport Society – Autumn Newsletter 2019.

Dear Members.

Welcome to the Autumn Newsletter. Since the last Newsletter, the Society continues to be
busy and active on a range of fronts. Committee members have been involved in active
participation in: the Heritage Action Zone (HAZ) discussions and plans*; the Gosport
Perceptions Study (see GBC website); Tea and Tipple events at Winchester Records
Office; HODS preparation meetings; liaisons with the Friends of Gosport Museum;
commissioning metalwork by Gosport Men’s Shed; and the well-attended 75th

Anniversary of D Day events at Stokes Bay and Daedalus. See below.

A pleasant excursion to Winchester Silk Mill took place in warm sunshine on May 15.
Members enjoyed lunch in the Listed building and were later given a tour and a
demonstration of silk weaving on a traditional loom. The AGM took place on 12 June and
to complement the business of the day, the ‘Old Teds’ of Vintage Sounds sang sixties hits
whilst we enjoyed the buffet. In terms of formal Society business, it was pleasing that the
AGM for the first time in many years elected people to all four officer positions. With an
additional five elected committee members, the executive now has its full complement
with a wide range of expertise and skills. Take it from me that your executive committee
is very efficient and professional indeed in the conduct of Society affairs these days – in
my no doubt prejudiced judgment - we are a model for other voluntary organisations!!!

A crucial function of the Planning Sub-Committee continues to involve the scrutiny of the
development proposals for the built estate in Gosport that continue to pour in. The



Planning Sub-Committee works very hard to address these proposals and comment on
them where necessary in dialogue with GBC planning officers.

HODS week came and went in September. It was the 25th Anniversary of HODS and their
advertising material made due reference to the part played by The Gosport Society in the
foundation of HODS in the early 90s. HODS week appears to have been once again a major
success. Gosport Society members were well-represented at the various activities and
openings and did ‘meeting and greeting’ at HODS Central in the function room of the
Alverbank Hotel. A photographic and document exhibition was maintained in the
Alverbank Hotel throughout the HODS period. A ‘contracted’ Gosport Society feature event
was a ‘walk and talk’ based on the St Mary the Virgin ancient church at Rowner. The
weather was good on the Friday and for the repeat on the Monday. A maximum of 30
persons participated on each walk. By all accounts both walks were well-received.

The monthly talks programme continues apace. The membership agreed to continue
using the Sea Cadets centre and we are now well-bedded in at that venue. In recent times
we have had talks on The History of Gosport Ferry and a Century of Cycling in Gosport. Tea
and coffee at the talks is now the prerogative of Gosport Sea Cadets and the takings go
towards their youth development causes.

Worth noting also is the increasing frequency of email requests for historical
information. These are responded to, often via reference to the Society archives, or via
recommendations for additional sourcing.

The next Big Members event is the Christmas Luncheon at the Gosport Masonic Hall on 3
December between 12-2pm. The event will also feature ‘Prelude to the Fiftieth
Anniversary’ – the launch of the year-long programme of activities for the half-centenary
of the Society in 2020. Please make every effort to attend the luncheon and find out what
is planned for 2020. We have exciting times ahead of us but, as always, we need your
support and participation.

Louis

Louis Murray

Chairman – The Gosport Society.

*A historic moment for the Society took place in the Old Grammar school on11 June when
the Chairman signed the legal-rational ‘Partnership’ document at the HAZ launch event.

A Request for Information.

The data gathering phase of the research project Gosport – The First Fifty Years is nearing
completion. Work done so far reveals major gaps and inconsistent accounts in the story of the
Society. We do have an original and priceless ‘Foundation Letter’ but in general terms, the
printed records for the first five years (1970-1975) are very scanty. I have not been able to
locate Minutes for early committee meetings. Of special importance is the requirement to list
accurately the chronological terms of office of the ten Chairmen* the Society has so far had. If
you have knowledge, and documentation in particular, that can be authenticated to help with



the account of these early years of the Society please contact the Chairman at the email address
below as soon as possible.

lms62@ymail.com

�� Especially so in respect of the Reverend John R.Capper, who was chairman for about 15
years from 1975-1989.

What does your GS Planning Team do?

As a Non Statutory consultee Gosport Borough Council advises the Gosport Society (GS) of all
planning applications to Listed Buildings and in Conservation Areas of the Borough. The GS
planning team consider these planning applications and scrutinise their compliance with local
and national planning guidelines, particularly the Gosport Local Plan and its supplements.
Special attention is given to the potential impact on the built estate as well as the Conservation
agenda together with any impact on the local area and the local environment.

The Society has regular meetings with the Conservation and Design Officer and is a partner
organisation on the Heritage Action Zone Programme Board, in both of these functions the
Society helps the public voice to represent the way the numerous and varied heritage assets of
the Borough are maintained and developed.

From the Lee-on-the Solent correspondent

The 200 hundred new homes of “Daedalus Village” are progressing fast with a show house open,
first occupancy planned for later this year and completion expected in the spring of 2020. There
appears keen interest with reservations placed to buy new homes with some available under
the help to buy scheme. Wates the developer has lodged a second phase planning application to
expand the development of the eastern housing site to include the on-site buildings of Frobisher
Block and Wykeham Hall. By clearing Keith Cottages, some of the lesser buildings on the
development site, it has provided for adequate parking within the development area especially as
Wykeham Hall and Frobisher Block are both to be multi occupancy residences. The GS maintains
that adequate parking that meets local regulations be provided within any new development
footprint, thus helping to avoid overspill on-street parking in the existing neighbourhood. The
architect has also included some features of the new housing to blend in with the existing street
scene as well as providing a more open aspect of an access way into the new development. This
is considered really significant in areas where existing residences meet new housing, making an
easier transition from the spacious post war development of Lee to the always higher occupation
densities required of new build housing. Equally essential is meeting the parking provision
guidelines, which usually fall short of the current level of car ownership, particularly in an area
of the Borough such as Lee with the absence of rail, common to the whole the peninsular, with
the more limited bus services.

2 Osborne Road, which is a large corner house near St Faith’s Church, had a planning application
to replace it with a modern large, flat roof apartment block but this was refused by Gosport BC
and on appeal. The demolition of the original building started recently, causing many residents



to ask why the demolition is still taking place. This is because the owner started work on an
earlier redevelopment plan approved in 2008, as some minimal foundation works were started
long ago. Subsequently the former plan can still be implemented. While the 2008 proposal
follows some of the design principals of the area it is unlikely it would be approved today under
the present Local Plan policies and the West Lee Special Planning Document that both apply to
the area. This peculiarity in national planning law is a cause of concern but is not likely to
change unless there is a complete review of national planning policies.

D Day 75th Anniversary Celebrations at Stokes Bay and Daedalus.

Gosport Society Gazebo

Proudly flying our new Gosport Society roller banner in front of our gazebo, the Society had a
hard-working but enjoyable exhibition and book sale at both the GBC organised event at Stokes
Bay (1/2 June) and a week later (8/9 June) at Daedalus/Solent airport, the latter being organised
by Fareham Borough Council. The Stokes bay event took place in wonderful warm, summer
weather. It proved to be an enjoyable couple of days with many local service organisations going
the extra mile to re-tell and in some cases re-enact the part played by Gosport and surrounds
during D Day – 6 June 1944. The crowds turned-up and Society representatives did much
‘meeting and greeting’, sold lots of books*, encouraged new memberships, and urged people to
participate in our ‘Gosport – Where is it? What is it?’ visual quiz. Many did and were able to win a
year’s free membership of The Gosport Society. Some of the military displays, especially the low
fly-past by a WW2 Dakota in D Day markings, were both nostalgic and memorable.

On the Saturday of the following week (8 June) the weather ‘reversed’ – just as it did on that
fateful day in 1944. High winds and pouring rain made it very difficult for groups to put up their
tents and outdoor exhibition flyers. Consequently, the Gosport Society stall was crammed into a
marquee with about 40 other exhibitors – in a space designed for about 20. Crowded wasn’t the
word for it! Breathing on the instalment plan – you betcha! Copability tested to its limits. The
absence of a ‘traffic plan’ to move people through the tent added to the chaos. The upside was
that our stall was constantly surrounded by people looking and talking and – most importantly
– buying our publications at a fixed promotional price of 50p.



Sue, Richard and Malcolm man the GS stall at Daedalus.

Mary Duly chatted about the Gosport Society and shared her knowledge

Sunday thankfully dawned much finer and calmer. The scheduled flying display (cancelled on
the Saturday) went ahead as scheduled and thousands of punters turned up to enjoy the wide
variety of static aircraft displays, on-stage musical vignettes, face painting episodes, military re-
enactments and so on. The unusual location out on the grassy sward between the runways and
the golf-ball radar installations, made for a wonderful 360 degree prospect over the whole
rapidly re-developing Daedalus site.

Nostalgic array of Warbirds on Daedalus taxiway.

The Raiders – the Royal Navy Freefall Parachute Display Team – provided a wonderful, crowd-
pleasing drop against an azure sky. Almost on top of The Gosport Society pitch. Their ‘air-boss’



gave your chairman an impromptu interview whilst his team laid out the rigging lines of their
chutes and re-packed; whilst taking time out to explain the intricacies of parachute jumping to
the children, many of whom were wide-eyed with wonder at the whole spectacle. The Raiders
have a particular PR talent when it comes to showcasing what they do. This day was no
exception and they asked us to include their tap line in our newsletter. Very happy to oblige and
big thanks to Major Steven ‘Sharky’ Ward RM and The Raiders Freefall Parachute Display team.

Major Steve 'Sharky' Ward RM and family meet the Gosport Society at Daedalus.

The Raiders re-pack their chutes whilst chatting to GS chairman.

�� Some £230.00 was raised in book sales. We practically cleaned out all the remainder
stocks of our publications from the 80s and 90s. D Day – Our Great Enterprise and Wings
Over Gosport have now all gone. If you have copies – retain them. They are now
collectibles.

Count Giorgio (George) Emmanuel Charles Augustus Des Geneys 1848 – 1891.

By Mary Duly

How did I get involved in researching the connection of George (to Anglicise his name) with
Gosport?



An Italian, Dr. Graziella Martina, who is the archivist to the aristocratic family of a Count Ceriana
of Pinerolo in Piedmont, asked me if I could throw any light on George, he being the last member
of another branch of the Count’s family. George died a bachelor and so that line died with him on
his death in Gosport in June 1891. Graziella learnt of my existence through the fact that we are
both members of SERVAS, an international friendship organisation. She saw my name in the
membership list and noted the fact that I am interested in genealogy and history in general, and
thought perhaps I could help. She said that she had got nowhere through the usual channels.

To give some background - George’s family on both sides is distinguished.

On the Italian side, his grandfather, another Giorgio, was the founder of the Piedmontese Navy,
the forerunner of the Italian Navy, in the early 19th Century. This older Giorgio’s 2 brothers also
held important posts at the top of the Piedmontese administration. The family home is in
Pinerolo in Piedmont, in the foothills of the Alps.

On the distaff side, his mother, Emily Eleanor, was a Baillie-Hamilton, the family name of the
Earls of Haddington, with many links to other prominent Scottish and English aristocrats. The
family home is Mellerstein, a famous Adams house in the Scottish Borders.

The Italian connection between the two families was forged through his father, Charles’ brother,
George Baillie-Hamilton being Plenipotentiary (ambassador) to the Duke of Tuscany. This
probably explains why his mother was in Florence in 1847, and had met and married the Count
Des Geneys, (another Giorgio, and son of the Naval hero). Before I discovered the Uncle’s position
I had at first thought that perhaps Emily was ‘doing’ the Grand Tour. Caroline, Emily’s sister, also
married into an Italian aristocratic family.

Graziella gave me a few clues to start with. She knew that George was born in the registration
district of Newton Abbot, and that he died in June 1891. From these bare facts I have been able to
build up quite a biography, though some key facts have eluded me. She also gave me 2 books
about the family. Although in Italian, they have provided photographs of the family, and the
places associated with them. I have deposited these books in the Local History Section of the
Discovery Centre, Gosport. George’s photograph makes clear that he was not a well, young man,
He was only 43 when he died. Perhaps that explains why he came to live with a doctor: I later
discovered from his death certificate that he suffered from a serious kidney condition.

‘My’ George’s father, another Giorgio, is recorded as an Italian naval officer as is ‘our’ George in
future censi. The marriage bore 4 children, 3 daughters and one son - ‘Gosport’s’ George. The
family were in Torquay, which lies in the Newton Abbot Registration Area, when George was
born in 1848. I have acquired photographs of his birthplace, a fine house in the centre of
Torquay, now used for administrative purposes. These facts I learnt from his birth certificate. I
had hoped that the presence in the town in those rank-conscious days of such high born society
folk would provide me with some reports in the local paper, but no such luck, those relevant
pages are missing!

Sadly the father died in 1864, and the family, wife, Emily Eleanor, 3 daughters and George
returned to England - remember the political situation in Italy at that time was very unstable,
the Risorgimento campaign to unite Italy into one country was nearing its climax. The 1871
census reveals his mother and sisters to be settled in Hastings. George however came to live in



Gosport, as I have already written, where he obviously had a very happy relationship with his
hosts, Dr. and Mrs Alder.

Then I worked on the date of his death – June 1891 featured in ‘The Hampshire Telegraph’ of
July 7th 1891.

I found a most interesting account of the funeral which completely overturned the stereotyped
conceptions that I had had of an Italian aristocrat, that he would be a Roman Catholic and would
be unlikely to have any connections with Freemasonry.

In fact, he had requested that the Rev. Lee, Vicar of Holy Trinity Church near Gosport Ferry
should officiate at his funeral and that he be interred in the town cemetery on Ann’s Hill Road, a
very Anglican ‘putting to rest’. Further, everyone noted as attending his funeral was a highly
placed Freemason!

This gave me two lines of research: one, to find his grave, and two, investigate the Masonic
connection.

Both lines have been fruitful.

Firstly, I was able to locate his grave in Ann’s Hill Cemetery. I then understood why he had
requested to be buried there as the grave stands immediately behind that of his ‘hosts’ in
Gosport, Dr Alder and Mrs Alder. From the Alder grave, I learnt that Dr. Alder died in 1888, 3
years before George, the wife later, after George in 1903. These facts seems to indicate a happy
and positive relationship with his hosts.



George was exhumed in 1905 and his body reburied in Pinerolo, the family base in Italy. I have
photographs of all these graves. (2018. Sadly, the inscriptions on George’s grave are now
illegible, fortunately not the case when I did this research)

The second line of ’attack’ was to contact the Masonic Archivist, a Mr Steve Frost, at the
Freemasons’ Hall in Clarence Road, Gosport. He was very interested and has been most helpful,
the Masons having deliberately become less secretive at this time, than in former days. Mr. Frost
showed me around the Hall and pointed out wall boards bearing George’s name and positions in
the Lodge, also paper records too with George’s signature. From these, I have discovered the
earliest date when I know he was in Gosport, to be 1877. He was a founder member of the
prestigious Prince of Wales Lodge, which is still functioning. He was associated with more than
this lodge.

I am still trying to find a reason, other than health, for George coming to Gosport in the 1870’s –
was there some naval reason? A naval exercise? An attaché post? Anything to explain his
arriving in Gosport, in the Portsmouth Command area with the census description of Italian
naval officer? I have asked the Portsmouth Naval Museum, but it replied that it does not keep
personnel records particularly of foreign nationals.

I have been able to ‘add some flesh’ to George’s life in Gosport from newspaper reports over the
years which records, favourably, his being involved with local amateur dramatics with
performances at Haslar Hospital given in order to raise funds for amenities for the patients. He
gets credit for both his skills as a scenery painter and as an actor. His regular gifts to the
Workhouse at Christmas are also noted.

About his hosts, the Alders … I wonder whether there might be some link through his mother
with the Alders to explain George being their lodger for so many years. Mrs Jane Alder came
from Doddington in Northumberland, not too far from Mellerstein, the Baillie-Hamilton home,
which is just over the border in Scotland. Dr. Alder, an Irishman, had trained in Edinburgh.
Could there be a connection somehow? This is my tentative hope!



Dr. Alder was a kind of M.O.H. in Gosport and had medical responsibilities for Army units when
they came to the area on exercises.

While the doctor was alive, they lived in Audley House at No.99 The High Street premises now
in use as a dress shop. I was told that it has some interesting architectural features. After the
doctor’s death Mrs Alder and George lived at 12 The High Street, which was bombed in the war.

And I have no more to add, unless someone can suggest further ideas to research. I think
Graziella is quite pleased, but I WOULD dearly like to know the missing key information – what
actually brought him to Gosport to live with the Alders in the first place?

It has only in looking again at this information have I wondered whether George des Geneys and
Jessie Meriton Mario nee White, a real star of Gosport’s history, and a heroine in Italy for her
active support of the Risorgimento cause, have been aware of each other, both having a strong
connection with both Gosport and Italy. She was born in Gosport and died in Italy, George Des
Geneys, with an Italian father, spent most of his adult life in Gosport. I wonder if they met?

The GHOD Rowner Walk



Participants in HODS walk at St Mary the Virgin, Rowner, 13 September 2019.

The 27th anniversary of Gosport’s involvement in the Gosport Heritate Open Days was marked in style
with many remarkable and varied events. Which were you able to enjoy over the ten days from Friday
September 13th to Sunday September 22nd?

I participated in the Historic Rowner walk led by Louis Murray, chair of the Gosport Society. It was a most
informative and enjoyable wander through the history of Rowner Church, which has been the
uninterrupted site of Christian worship for 1,300 years. The Rowner land was given to the Prideaux Brune
family by Edward 1 in 1277 and they still have the benefice of the church. The walk included the
churchyard and the route through Rowner Copse taken by the Rev. Richard Foster Carter from the church
to his home at the rectory, a Jacobean manor house demolished by the council in the 1960s, at Rectory
Copse. It is a pity that the Rowner Road now bisects his route, but that is progress! His parishioners, taken
from all the estates in the Rowner area, numbered only 150 spread over nine farms. I wonder how many
people live in that same area today?

It was a most enjoyable, relaxed and informal event. If it is held again in 2020 I thoroughly recommend
it.

Foster family grave in churchyard of St Mary, Rowner



Steampunk Handfasting.

by Sue Courtney. (Photos by Alan Dent.)

On Saturday 18th May Stuart Markham, leader of the Gosport Steampunk Society, married the love of his
life, Heather. In the evening they followed this with a pagan Handfasting ceremony at The Fighting Cocks
in Clayhall Road to which I was privileged to be invited.

The happy couple. Stuart and Heather, ready to be handfasted.

Handfasting is an old Pagan custom which dates back to the time of the ancient Celts. Originally
handfasting was more like an engagement period, where two people would declare a binding union
between themselves for a year and a day - basically a trial marriage. It gave the couple the chance to see if
they could survive marriage to each other. After a year (a handfasting was believed to last a year and a
day), the couple could either split as if they had never been married or could decide to enter permanently
into marriage. These days this is not usually the reason for the ceremony.

In modern times there are many variations of the traditional handfasting and each ceremony can be
tailor made to suit the couple. Stuart and Heather’s ceremony was conducted by a High Priestess. She
began by invoking the four elements – east, south, west and north – represented by four friends.

The High Priestess conducts the ceremony

Stuart and Heather’s hands were then ‘fasted’ by the high priestess using gold and green ribbons. There
are many variations of the ‘fasting’ using different colours and combinations of cords, either braided
together or used separately. In this ceremony the cord colours used were selected because they are
traditional colours. However, some pagans believe that the colours have different significance so white can
represent purity, blue can represent fidelity and red can represent passion. Other colours used are green
for fertility and growth, purple for spiritual strength and gold for wisdom. Couples can choose up to six
colours that represent what they feel are the most important to them in their marriage.



The High Priestess ties the cords

Heather and Stuart said their vows to each other after they were tied together. The cords tying them
together were then unfastened, the High Priestess telling them “you are now tied only by your love.”

Their first act as a ‘handfasted’ couple was to share food and drink. They then jumped the broomstick
which signifies moving into a new life, leaving the old life behind. The High Priestess then blessed the four
elements for attending and the ceremony ended.

The broomstick, jumped as part of the ‘Handfasting’, becomes a treasured memento of the ceremony.

I wish Stuart and Heather a long and happy marriage together.

1979 FASTNET RACE DISASTER

by Richard Cook

In August 1979 the largest ever rescue operation in peacetime took place.

A worse than expected storm on the third day of the race to the Fastnet Rock and back to Cowes resulted
in 19 fatalities, 4000 people were involved in rescue attempts.

The tragedy brought attention to the lack of safety equipment aboard most leisure sailing crafts.

Gosport’s Crewsaver Marine Equipment were already renowned for manufacture of British Standard
lifejackets and buoyancy aids and immediately decided to design a gas inflated lifejacket with a combined
safety harness.

The company had already much experience in designing and manufacturing automatic inflatable
lifejackets for the commercial market, such as safety equipment for oil rigs, and had carried out
demonstrations for the MOD in HMS Vernon’s diving tank in Portsmouth.

I can still recall jumping into the tank from 20Ft into stone cold sea water pretending to be unconscious
descending down into the tank which seemed to be an eternity, waiting for the automatic firing



mechanism to pierce the CO2 gas cylinder to inflate the lifejacket. Yes, it did work to my relief, the result
being me torpedoed to the surface, coughing and spluttering.

Back at Crewsaver, I decided to test the strength of a new safety harness we had designed. The Crewsaver
factory was the old Ratsey Lapthorn factory in Harbour Road and the building had openable trap doors
between the floors, which I assume were used to pass materials between the ground and second floor,
before a lift was introduced. To carry out a strength test, I had obtained a tailor’s dummy bust and filled it
with concrete to the correct weight of a British Standard requirement for weight tests on a safety harness.

After the factory closed at night, with the aid of some steel poles, I erected a scaffold, the harness was
fitted to the tailors dummy and with the aid of a piece of rope and a split pin, the test dummy was
jettisoned through the hatch to the lower floor. I felt like the hangman doing his unenviable duty!

Successful tests were carried out over a period of several weeks, with combined input from sales and
production teams. The finished combined lifejacket and safety harness was finally ready for production. I
recall that the safety harness was eventually sent to British Standard to be formally tested.

A meeting of the Directors and sales manager was assembled to agree how to promote the new product
and agree the name, which became the Survivor (combined lifejacket and safety harness).

Bearing in mind that the Fastnet Tragedy was in August, we had designed and manufactured sufficient
stock for its launch at the London Boat Show in January 1980.

Therefore, when I hear stories of doom and gloom in British manufacturing, I have little sympathy. Yes,
we Brits can develop new products and be successful, it just takes a bit of ingenuity.

Gosport Society’s summer outing to Whitchurch Silk Mill 15 May 2019 .

by Mariana Perry-Zoupanou

When our Chairman, Louis Murray, announced that a coach trip would be organised to visit the
Whitchurch Silk Mill, I have to confess my heart was all a-flutter as this is one of my favourite spots in
Hampshire! For quite a few years now, I’ve enjoyed several visits to this wonderful historical textile mill,
each time visiting either as a participant in a textile workshop, spinning with a spinning wheel myself or
attending special interest group meetings. I have always been awestruck by its positioning right on and
over The River Test, which has the power to drive its big waterwheel, which in turn drives the silk-
making equipment upstairs. I was delighted that members of our society could see for themselves this
very pretty place 14 miles north of Winchester on the A34, I was curious to see how they felt after their
visit on a beautiful summery day.

The choice of Whitchurch Silk Mill at this particular point in time came shortly after the mill’s
improvements were undertaken thanks to considerable Lottery Funding. There was substantial re-
positioning of some parts of the mill to facilitate ease of access to visitors and make their visit much safer
in terms of Health & Safety. Without elaborating too much here, visitors are welcomed firstly by a café and
shop which feels like it is almost in the river, so cleverly has the building been designed that water can be
seen moving serenely downriver, over a sluice and following the contours of Frog Island, a beauty spot
which, it has to be said, borders the realms of magical with its quiet wildlife in evidence, so peaceful and
picturesque. Our society’s members were hosted by two volunteer guides that day, splitting our rather big
group in two to tour the mill to see the waterwheel in action. I always find the sheer power of



the waterwheel turning invigorating with its immense power derived from the river’s flow below, even
spotting a trout on occasion swimming within sight through the open gaps in the floorboards. The energy
of the mechanism is palpable as the upper floor seems to actually vibrate with mechanical force. There
have been great efforts on the part of the architects involved in the restoration process to retain clear
views of the weavers who can be seen working on their latest projects behind huge glass partitions which
protect visitors from the noise of the looms or from any accidental flying bobbins as these were once
known to shoot out at the walls at 30 m.p.h. and gouge holes in the plaster! Evidence of these incidences
were captured in photographic form as now the walls are properly restored to keep as much of the original
fabric of this 1800s building as possible.

Silk bobbins in all the colours of the rainbow

Our members were shown all the weaving equipment up on the second floor too, including specialist silk
bobbins in long rows which are capable of being driven both by electricity and water power, the latter
being about a third of the speed of the former. The silk bobbins in all colours of the rainbow, are visible to
visitors as well as the original Victorian wooden contraptions one expects to see in a textile mill like this,
well this is apparently the oldest silk mill in Britain! The building has been altered somewhat to
accommodate the production of silk, it could possibly have been for wool in the past according to the old
official guide published in 2009. Anyone wanting to find out more details about how the metamorphosis
has been undertaken in the last couple of years would do well to read Mill Manager Sue Tapliss’ accounts
of work to be done in the 2017 edition of Hampshire Buildings Preservation Trust Ltd. Annual Report and
in the 2018 edition, of work completed, which lists in more detail the information we heard during our
society’s visit last May. I seem to remember getting distracted by designing my own silk fabric on a new
interactive device where you can choose colours for your silk stripes and make-believe you too could make
a roll of silk fabric like they do in the mill. There were other hands-on items to experience too in various
locations in the mill, all essential to convey the lovely textures of antique weaving equipment and raw silk
fibres.

I wondered how a wheelchair user might find the visit to Whitchurch Silk Mill. Their new lift which is a
design feat of engineering due to its proximity to the river cantilevers 30 millimeters only outwards and is
seen as an unobtrusive charcoal grey addition from the rear aspect of the mill. Apparently, one disabled
visitor had waited twenty-eight years to finally have the satisfaction of getting up to the top floor. I think



this is very admirable for historical places to make it open to all. In fact, wheelchair users can enjoy other
conveniences like the flat boardwalks on ground level, so pretty by the running streams and with
occasional ducks and other water fowl.

Mariana’s heroine Marie, who oversees the silk weaving at Whitchurch dealing with thousands of warp
threads and weft threads!

At the end of our society’s tour, we had the chance to try out their café and purchase items from the shop. I
had driven up that day instead of taking the coach as I knew I would want extra time to take in the weaving
and knitting exhibition up on the first floor, “Soft Engineering, Textiles Taking Shape” which was so
technically interesting, it was hard to wrench myself away. I stayed until closing time and managed to buy
my favourite knitter’s book in the shop, some honey, luxury chocolate and some of their latest postcards. I
hope that Gosport Society’s members will go back to Whitchurch to savour more details of this fascinating
silk mill and enjoy its very pretty environs. There are so many workshops and events on offer at the mill
nowadays, there is something for all ages and abilities. Indeed, soon The Hampshire Guild of Weavers,
Spinners and Dyers will be holding an exhibition entitled “Spinning a Yarn, Weaving a Thread” starting 30
November 2019 until 5 January 2020 with children’s craft activity days on 14th and 15th December
1.00pm to 4.30 p.m. providing a chance to have fun learning with Guild members who are very
experienced in textile crafts.

MARIANA PERRY-ZOUPANOU




